
This report looks at the following areas:

•• Consumer education on EVs sorely lacking
•• More mature mild hybrid segment sales slowing

The future appears bright, however, as consumers have grown more
accustomed to alternative energy technology and would at least consider
buying a hybrid or electric vehicle. Manufacturers are responding with an
increasing number of hybrid and electric options for consumers, with more
planned for production soon.

The cost of AEVs will help determine if consumers respond to manufacturers’
efforts to grow the AEV market. Brands that can compete on pricing and
improve consumers’ understanding of overall ownership costs can succeed in
this developing segment of the market.
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"Financial and environmental
considerations are top
concerns for Americans
buying new cars. AEVs
(alternative energy vehicles)
have been heavily promoted
by auto manufacturers and
governments as a positive
solution. Despite this, hybrid
and electric cars remain a
niche market and are just a
small fraction of total vehicle
sales."
- Jennifer White Boehm,
Associate Director - Financial
Services & Automotive
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sales
• AEV market share decouples from gas prices

• AEVs forecasted for continued growth as consumer
awareness increases
Figure 1: Total US sales and fan chart forecast of market, at
current prices, 2013-23
Figure 2: Total US volume sales and forecast of hybrid and
electric cars, 2013-23

• AEV share growing, yet just fraction of total market
Figure 3: Percentage of new vehicle sales, by alternative
energy vehicles, 2009-18

• Battery electric vehicle sales jump an estimated 125%
Figure 4: Total US volume sales of hybrid and electric cars, by
segment, 2013-18

• EV segment jumps to 34% of AEV sales
Figure 5: Total market share of AEV segments, 2016 and 2018

• SUVs and crossovers in high demand
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Figure 6: SUV and crossover market share of new vehicle
sales, 2018

• AEV market share decouples from gas prices
Figure 7: Alternative energy vehicle market share and
average cost per gallon of gas, 2009-18

• Strong economic indicators bode well for AEV market
Figure 8: Consumer confidence and unemployment, 2000-18

• New pause in interest rates could make loans more
affordable

• Government incentives becoming limited for most popular
vehicles

• Tesla meets high expectations with 375% growth
• Toyota tops mild hybrid segment
• Plug-in hybrid segment small but competitive

• Tesla powers segment with 375% growth
Figure 9: Battery electric units sold, by manufacturer, 2018

• Tesla models claim top 3 EVs sold
Figure 10: Battery electric units sold, by model, 2018

• Toyota tops mild hybrid segment
Figure 11: Mild hybrid units sold, by manufacturer, 2018

• Ford Fusion Hybrid is Ford’s lone impactful hybrid
Figure 12: Mild hybrid units sold, by model, 2018

• Plug-in hybrid segment small but competitive
Figure 13: Plug-in hybrid units sold, by manufacturer, 2018

• Prius plug-in leads plug-in hybrid sales
Figure 14: Plug-in hybrid units sold, by model, 2018

• Local initiatives motivate buyers

• Toyota struggles with mild hybrid segment

• EV SUV/crossovers are coming

• Hybrid and electric vehicles remain a niche market
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• AEV owners incredibly satisfied
• Economic and environmental concerns motivate buyers
• Negative perceptions on AEV reliability, affordability,

performance, and safety
• EVs seen as future of cars, yet most buyers unsure about

costs

• Purchase intent stagnant following sales peak
Figure 15: Purchase intent, November 2018
Figure 16: Purchase intent, July 2016-November 2018

• Major life events spur auto purchases
Figure 17: Purchase intent, by major life events, November
2018

• Hybrid and electric vehicles remain an extremely niche
market
Figure 18: Hybrid and EV ownership, November 2018

• AEVs owned mainly by affluent
Figure 19: Hybrid and EV ownership, by household income,
November 2018

• Higher income Millennials account for most AEV owners
Figure 20: Hybrid and EV ownership, by age and household
income, November 2018

• More than two thirds would consider an alternative energy
vehicle
Figure 21: AEV consideration, November 2018

• Ownership increases consideration to nearly 90%
Figure 22: AEV consideration, by current AEV owners,
November 2018

• Mild hybrids lead consideration
Figure 23: AEVs considered, by type, November 2018

• Current owners more likely to consider EVs
Figure 24: AEVs considered, by current AEV owner type,
November 2018

• Shoppers considering multiple types of AEVs for next
purchase
Figure 25: AEVs considered, by single consideration,
November 2018
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• Motivations for buying an AEV are both economic and
environmental
Figure 26: Reasons for consideration, November 2018

• Younger shoppers more likely to prefer styling and driving
experience of AEVs
Figure 27: Reasons for consideration, by age, November 2018

• Government incentives spur consideration among higher HH
incomes
Figure 28: Reasons for consideration, by government financial
incentives and household income, November 2018

• AEVs fail short on reliability, affordability, performance,
and safety
Figure 29: Perceptions of AEVs, November 2018

• EVs now considered “luxurious” by consumers
Figure 30: Correspondence Analysis – Symmetrical map –
Car type attributes, November 2018

• Exposure and education on EVs lacking for most US
consumers
Figure 31: Attitude toward electric vehicles, November 2018

• EVs seen as the future
Figure 32: Attitudes toward electric vehicles, November 2018

• Data sources
• Sales data
• Fan chart forecast
• Consumer survey data
• Direct marketing creative
• Abbreviations and terms
• Abbreviations

• Methodology
Figure 33: Perceptions of hybrid, electric, and regular
vehicles, November 2018

REASONS FOR CONSIDERATION

PERCEPTIONS OF AEVS

ATTITUDES TOWARD ELECTRIC VEHICLES
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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